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Victorian Curriculum - English
Section 1



Structure of English curriculum
The English curriculum is organised by language modes and strands.

Language modes:

● Reading and viewing
● Writing
● Speaking and listening

Strands:

● Language - knowing about the English language
● Literature - understanding, appreciating, responding to, analysing 

and creating literary texts
● Literacy - expanding English usage to interpret and create texts



Language Literature Literacy

Sub-strands 

and 

threads

Language variation and change

•Language variation and change

Literature and context

•How texts reflect the context of culture and 

situation in which they are created

Texts in context

•Texts and the contexts in which they are used

Language for interaction

•Language for social interactions

•Evaluative language

Responding to literature

•Personal responses to the ideas, characters and 

viewpoints in texts

•Expressing preferences and evaluating texts

Interacting with others

•Listening and speaking interactions (purposes and 

contexts)

•Listening and speaking interactions (skills)

•Oral presentations

Text structure and organisation

•Purpose audience and structures of different 

types of texts

•Text cohesion

•Punctuation

•Concepts of print and screen

Examining literature

•Features of literary texts

•Language devices in literary texts

Interpreting, analysing and evaluating

•Purpose and audience

•Reading processes

•Comprehension strategies

•Analysing and evaluating texts

Expressing and developing ideas

•Sentences and clause level grammar

•Word level grammar

•Visual language

•Vocabulary

•Spelling

Creating literature

•Creating literary texts

•Experimentation and adaptation

Creating texts

•Creating texts

•Editing

•Handwriting

•Use of software

Phonics and word knowledge

•Phonological and phonemic awareness

•Alphabet and phonic knowledge

•Spelling



Comprehension across Levels
Foundation Year 2 Year 4 Year 6

Use comprehension strategies to 
understand and discuss texts listened to, 

viewed or read independently (VCELY153)

Use comprehension strategies to build 
literal and inferred meaning and begin to 

analyse texts by drawing on growing 
knowledge of context, language and visual 

features and print and multimodal text 
structures (VCELY222)

Use comprehension strategies to build 
literal and inferred meaning to expand 

content knowledge, integrating and linking 
ideas and analysing and evaluating texts 

(VCELY288)

Use comprehension strategies to interpret 
and analyse information and ideas, 

comparing content from a variety of textual 
sources including media and digital texts 

(VCELY347)

Elaborations
● talking about the meanings in texts listened 

to, viewed and read
● visualising elements in a text (for example 

drawing an event or character from a text 
read aloud)

● providing a simple, correctly-sequenced 
retelling of narrative texts

● relating one or two key facts from informative 
texts

● finding a key word in a text to answer a literal 
question

● making links between events in a text and 
students’ own experiences

● making an inference about a character's 
feelings

● discussing and sequencing events in stories
● drawing events in sequence, recognising that 

for some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
stories the sequence of events may be 
cyclical

Elaborations
● making connections between the text and 

students’ own experiences and experiences 
with other texts, comparing authors’ differing 
point of view on a topic

● making connections between information in 
print and images

● building on and using prior knowledge and 
vocabulary

● making valid inferences using information in 
a text and students’ own prior knowledge

● predicting, asking and answering questions 
as they read, and summarising and reviewing 
meaning

Elaborations
● making connections between the text and 

students’ own experience and other texts
● making connections between information in 

print and images
● building and using prior knowledge and 

vocabulary
● finding specific literal information
● asking and answering questions
● creating mental images
● finding the main idea of a text
● inferring meaning from the ways 

communication occurs in digital environments 
including the interplay between words, 
images, and sounds

● bringing subject and technical vocabulary 
and concept knowledge to new reading 
tasks, selecting and using texts for their 
pertinence to the task and the accuracy of 
their information

Elaborations
● making connections between the text and 

own experience or other texts
● making connections between information in 

print and images
● finding specific literal information
● using prior knowledge and textual information 

to make inferences and predictions
● asking and answering questions
● finding the main idea of a text
● summarising a text or part of a text

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCELY153
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCELY222
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCELY288
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCELY347


Reference: Nyree Potter - Inferring for Abbotsford Primary School Professional Development session 
(2021)
Created from the Victorian Curriculum and the Fountas and Pinnell Continuum Expanded Edition



Week Speaking and Listening Reading and Viewing Writing Grammar Spelling
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Identify aspects of different types of 
literary texts that entertain, and give 
reasons for personal preferences

Listen for key information in spoken 
texts and texts read aloud

Text type: Narrative

Reading strategy: Re-reading to 
understand (focus on identifying type of 
word to help decode)

Comprehension: Finding evidence in text 
to support answers
Inferring (Identifying character thoughts 
and feelings / geographical settings)

Mentor text: The Great Chase - big book

Text type: Narrative
Process: Composing and revising

Resolution - include how the character 
is feeling
Anchor chart for ways to conclude
Student choice using excursion photos

Publishing - BookCreator - digital 
elements (introduction)

Adjectives and verbs (synonyms  
for both)

Talking marks for dialogue

Long U and Long OO words 
(e.g. few /yoo/ and do /oo/)
Words Their Way: Word Sorts 
for Within Word Pattern 
Spellers p71

Lesson Hook Goal Instruction Practice Reflection
Literature 
response 

Text: Uno's 
Garden (read 
aloud)

LI: We are learning to use adjectives to 
describe a setting.
SC: I can use adjectives to describe what 
I can see and could hear in a setting.

Text: Uno's Garden
Read text to the students and 
discuss what the garden was like and 
how it changed. What might you see 
or hear? Annotate an example.

Pairs:
Label an illustration from the text 
with adjectives/nouns describing 
sights and sounds. Refer to charts 
and thesaurus to find synonyms to 
extend vocabulary.

Paired conferencing - identify 
descriptions that meet criteria

Reading Shared reading 
- Grandpa's 
Slippers 

LI: We are learning to infer a character's 
thoughts and feelings by thinking about 
the events of a text
SC: I can draw, label and write the 
appearance, thoughts and feelings of a 
character.

Text: Grandpa's Slippers
Review different feelings and 
thoughts character had.
Model recording in table form. Refer 
to emotions chart to extend 
vocabulary.

Individual:
Identify main character in text. Draw 
character and label its appearance 
with adjectives. Determine thoughts 
and identify feelings related to 
events throughout the text.

Are the character’s thoughts 
worded as if they would be thinking 
it? Think-Pair-Share to evaluate

Spelling Whiteboard 
spelling - HFW

LI: We are learning to differentiate 
between Long U and Long OO words 
(e.g. few /yoo/ and do /oo/)
SC: I can sort words into the correct 
spelling category
I can write a detailed sentence that 
includes some of the spelling patterns

Long U and Long OO words (e.g. few 
/yoo/ and do /oo/)
Words Their Way: Word Sorts for 
Within Word Pattern Spellers p71

Individual:
Word sort / LCWC strategy

Fist to five - self-evaluation



Roadmap of Skill Development
Useful Resource





Assessment - Why and How?
Section 2



Why do we assess?
► For determining individual learning needs(what they know and don’t know)
► For designing differentiated learning tasks (students working at their own 

level)
► For ensuring students are on track with the progress expected
► For reporting and communicating with parents



Assessment
Reading and Viewing

● Running records (Fountas and Pinnell formal assessment / informal 
from other texts)

● Letter-Sound Identification and sight word testing
● Focus reading group observations and conference notes
● Literature responses
● Work samples
● Checklists

Writing 

● Moderated writing tasks (whole school focus on different text types)
● Spelling tests
● Peters’ Dictation - spelling in context
● Student conference notes (indicating achievement and areas of focus)
● Checklists
● Work samples



Forms of Assessment 

Standardised tests

Benchmark assessments

End of unit 
assessments

Formative 
assessment



Forms of Assessment 

Daily classroom 
sources of 
informationFormative 

assessment



Forms of Assessment 

End of Unit 
assessments

Writing moderation
Comprehension activitiesPre and post assessments

Quizzes
Self-evaluations

Evaluation of learning goals



Example of End of Unit Assessment - 
Writing Moderation









Forms of assessment 

Benchmark assessments

Fountas and Pinnell 

running records
PAT Reading Adaptive

English Online Interview

On-Demand Testing



Examples of Benchmark (Running Records)



Level C text questions

Level K text 
questionsComprehension and 

Understanding of 
Texts



Forms of Assessment 

Standardised testsNAPLAN (Years 3 and 5)



How is English taught at school?
Section 3



How is reading and viewing taught? (1)
Reading and viewing sessions include:

● Independent reading at the start of each day
● A focus session of explicit teaching (often includes 

modelled or shared reading, read aloud or language 
experience)
This targets:
➔ Accuracy and Decoding strategies (including 

phonics)
➔ Fluency
➔ Comprehension



How is reading and viewing taught? (2)
● Student reading workshop

○ Teacher focus groups (shared or guided reading)
○ Word work activities
○ Literature responses
○ Comprehension tasks
○ Literacy games
○ ICT games

● Reflection - reporting to group, peer moderation, 
self-evaluation

Students explore a range of fiction and non-fiction texts. 
These include digital texts, video clips and visual 
representations such as charts, illustrations, diagrams, 
advertisements and posters.









Sequence and References:

Letters and Sounds: Principles and Practice of High 
Quality Phonics Primary National Strategy

Phonics

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/190599/Letters_and_Sounds_-_DFES-00281-2007.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/190599/Letters_and_Sounds_-_DFES-00281-2007.pdf


How is writing taught?
Writing sessions include:

● A focus session of explicit teaching (modelled or shared 
writing)

● Student writing time:
○ Independent writing, including writing and spelling
○ Paired/group tasks
○ Teacher/student conferences

● Reflection - Author’s chair, peer moderation, self-reflection

Explicit teaching focuses on a range of writing genres, including the 
structures and features of the English language. These genres 
incorporate imaginative, informative and persuasive writing styles. 



The Writing Process
1. Planning
2. Composing
3. Recording and using the conventions of writing

● Handwriting and typing
● Spelling
● Grammar
● Punctuation

4. Revising and editing
5. Publishing

Students from Foundation to Year 6 are explicitly taught the 
structures and features of a range of writing genres. These 
genres develop student understanding and mastery of 
imaginative, informative and persuasive writing styles.

In 2018, the school undertook professional development and 
based our whole-school approach on Lisa Keskinen’s model of 
the Writer’s Workshop and conditions for effective writing.





Sequence and reference:

Words Their Way: Word Study for Phonics, 
Vocabulary and Spelling Instruction

Word Study sequence for different stages of 
development.

● Emergent spellers
● Letter Name-Alphabetic

spellers
● Within Word Pattern spellers
● Syllables and Affixes
● Derivational spellers

(base words and word origins)

Spelling

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/words-their-way/
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/words-their-way/


How is speaking and listening taught?
● Author’s Chair: Students share their written work and receive 

constructive feedback from their peers and teachers.
● Group discussions: small group and whole class discussions, 

think-pair-share, question and answer sessions
● Group activities: Develop turn-taking, communication skills and the 

sharing of ideas through activities such as role-plays, debates etc.
● Reading Responses: Students listen to and respond to various texts.
● Oral Presentations: Students develop skills by focusing on body 

language, voice projection and clearly articulating their information.
● Formal and informal speeches: Students present speeches about a 

chosen topic that they have independently researched and gained 
knowledge about. 

● Reflection time: Students engage in regular reflection of their learning 
at the conclusion of each lesson. This can include peer moderation with 
rubrics.



How can I support my child?
Section 4



Talk to your child
(a lot)

39

Read TO your child

Turn off devices for 
undivided attention

Make reading a 
regular activity in 

your home

Model good reading 
behaviours

Find a reading time 
that suits your 

family

Play word and rhyming 
games to promote 
letter-sound-word 

correspondence

Take Home reading Weekly homework 
tasks

Reading Eggs 
(trial period)

What you can do at home 

Develop a regular routine at home to promote 
independent habits



Reading at Home

40

Why is it important to read with your child (for as long as possible)?

 When we read aloud to children it is also beneficial for their 
cognitive development, with parent-child reading activating brain 

areas related to narrative comprehension and mental imagery. 

Young people’s attitudes towards reading reflect their experiences 
of reading at home and at school in childhood and beyond...



Suggested Strategies

PRIOR to Reading

Ask questions based 
on picture cues on 

each page, 
E.g. What to think this 
book is about? What 

makes you think this? 
What is happening in 

this picture?

DURING Reading

Reinforce 
phonemic 

awareness when 
your child is 

sounding out a 
word, then help 

them put the 
sounds together 
to read the word.

AFTER Reading

Encourage your 
child to retell the 

story or 
information. 

Who was it about? 
What happened?

What was it about? 
How did it work?

41

Echo reading Shared reading Independent reading



More Strategies

When your child 
makes a reading 

error, ask: 

“Can you try that 
word again?”

“ Can you sound out 
the letters in the 

word?” 

Use Take 
Home 

Readers

If the word is too 
difficult, simply 
tell your child 
the word and 
re-read the 

sentence 
together again.

42

The reader 
holds the book 

and points 
beneath each 

word 



Writing at Home

Encourage 
purposeful writing 

such as helping with 
shopping lists, 

writing birthday 
cards and sending 
letters and emails

Encourage the 
drawing and writing 
of stories. Focus on 

what has been done 
well such as use of 
interesting words, 

accurate matching of 
letters to sounds or 
choice of character.

Draw attention 
to how writing 

is presented on 
brochures, 
books and 
billboards.

Create a 
quiet place 
with writing 

materials

Leave notes 
for each other 

and send 
messages in 
lunch boxes.

Play 
spelling 
games 



Q&A


